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It’s Time for a 
Financial Health 
Check Up

Why a Pediatric Billing Service Matters
Pediatric practices differ greatly from any other medical specialty. Choosing the right billing solution for your practice is 
critical to achieving financial success. The right partner will make sure you are properly reimbursed for all the hard work 
you perform. Take the time to evaluate your revenue cycle and decide if OP Pediatric Billing Services is right for you.

Proof In Numbers
Practices that increase net collection rates and exceed the industry average with OP’s Pediatric Billing Services 
see real increases to their bottom line. The following projections for increased revenue are based on MGMA 
pediatric revenue per provider, with an equal split of commercial and medicaid patients.

Healthy Practice Indicators

Days in A/R

Days Outstanding

Net Collection Rate: Commercial Payer

Net Collection Rate: Medicaid

Percentage of Insurance A/R 90+ days

Average Revenue Per Sick Visit

Average Revenue Per Well Visit

OP PBS

20

27

99.3%

97%

10%

$120

$180

Industry Average

30-40

30

96%

90%

15-18%

$107

$133

Your Practice

1-2 Providers

Up to $32,000 3-5 Providers

Up to $80,000

6-10 Providers

Up to $160,000

15+ Providers

$200,000+
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It’s important to choose the right billing solution for your pediatric practice. OP Pediatric Billing Services 
provides you with an expert pediatric billing team that will take care of your claims and reimbursements so 
you can focus on what matters most – your patients.

Receive a free, one-hour practice assessment with an OP Billing expert. We’ll evaluate key elements of 
your revenue cycle to determine if your practice is financially healthy.

Schedule your appointment today!

Notes:

Essential Billing Services Differentiators OP PBS Your Billing Solution

Reimbursement for valid unpaid claims*

Assigned a dedicated account manager from a US-based billing team who 
is an expert in pediatric billing and certified in HIPAA compliance

Claims are processed every business day in your billing system and you 
are offered full transparency with open access for the work preformed on 
your behalf

Follow up on all claims, no matter how long the adjudication process takes

Interactive dashboards are included in your billing solution so you can 
make smarter business decisions

* If insurance denies a valid claim due to a mistake on our part, we credit your account for the lost revenue that insurance would have paid.


